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Dynetics is a leading provider of advanced cyber solutions for DoD, intelligence,
law enforcement, commercial, state/local, and critical infrastructure customers.
We provide cyber analytical services, rapid prototyping and delivery of critical
products to cyber analysts and operators across the defensive and offensive
spectrum. Leveraging over 45 years of software and hardware reverse engineering
expertise, Dynetics specializes in threat weapon systems analysis; threat system
characterization and virtualization; electronic warfare analysis and development;
Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) support; cyber modeling and simulation; cyber
resiliency and non-kinetic defeat analysis and tool development.

We offer demonstrated and highly respected expertise
in innovative cyber capabilities.
Weapon systems and cyber resiliency
Our experts identify and mitigate potential cyber and electronic warfare (EW)
risks within our nation’s weapon systems. We provide the tools to ensure fielded
and emerging U.S. weapons are resilient to adversarial Cyber and ElectroMagnetic Activities (CEMA). We ensure the warfighter will have reliable and
cyber-secure weapon systems in a future fight.

Red teaming, penetration testing, and insider threat detection
We expose cyber infrastructure weaknesses, identify hazardous adversary
presence, and propose active solutions for strong network defense. These
exercises help our customer understand where cybersecurity defense strengths
and weaknesses are by emulating adversary attacks and identifying internal
deficiencies.

Offensive and defensive cybersecurity modeling, simulation,
and virtualization
Our expertise in replicating computing platform behavior through modeling,
simulation, virtualization, and emulation allows for comprehensive cyber
vulnerability testing that can be used for offensive and defensive applications.
We are enabling the warfighter to assess access vectors, to identify and quantify
effects, to support off-net training and mission planning. Ultimately, the tools we
develop assist the warfighter in assessing converged solutions for holding our
adversaries at risk.

Commercial vehicle cybersecurity testing
Dynetics provides critical cybersecurity testing and analysis for leading
automobile manufacturers. We are leading the way in automobile TELEMATICS
vulnerability analysis, reverse engineering, and penetration testing. This
pioneering work is enabling both automobile security and safety.

Non-kinetic effects analysis, development, and testing
We understand Left of Event requirements and are a leading provider of nonkinetic effects analysis for the DoD. With over 45 years of experience with foreign
radar, missile, control system analysis and characterization, Dynetics has an
inherent advantage with regard to threat system defeat capabilities. We are
enabling our Warfighters with non-traditional engagement options in support of
emerging missions.

Compliance and accreditation
Our cybersecurity professionals assist DoD, commercial, and critical infrastructure
customers accreditation and compliance for standards such as:

!

▪▪ NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF)
▪▪ Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS)
▪▪ Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard (DSS)
▪▪ Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

Offensive/Defensive Cyber Operations
Our comprehensive portfolio of cyber risk
management solutions enables riskbased decisions by providing critical
insights into costly and potentially
catastrophic cyber risks.

Strategize
Test

01. Strategize to prioritize risks and maximize your ROI.
02. Assess to enhance your approach.
03. Implement tailored solutions to meet your needs.
04. Monitor to detect and respond to malicious activity.
05. Test to ensure resilience.

Assess
Monitor

Implement

Innovating Unique Capabilities Since 1974
At Dynetics, we help customers accomplish complex,
high-value missions. By combining the capabilities
of a large business with the responsiveness of a
small business, Dynetics put in place extensive R&D
capabilities and deep technical expertise in systems
engineering, systems analysis, modeling and simulation,
cyber, software development, rapid prototyping,
test and evaluation, manufacturing, integration, and
operations. Using our considerable engineering,
scientific, and other technical resources, we help
customers identify, analyze, and respond to complex
threats to their missions.
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